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EDITORIAL
Summers are back, So is the season of conferences
and new product launches! We present you the may
edition of MVDIT TECH BOOK, packed with a lot of useful stuff, and some Tech-news
In this Edition: We have covered the GOOGLE I/O, and
the day to day news from all over the world. Also you
will get a few useful articles on the evolution of company logos, url shorteners, Online Privacy, Ergonomics
of a gadget and our monthly quiz!
We recently started are Micro-News Blogging site.
Here we give you short snippets of the happenings
around the world in the world of technology. Also, this
news is circulated to our follower’s Twitter feed, and Facebook Feeds. We also
have an SMS Subscribtion service running which gives you this micro-news in
the form of short messages.
And One More Thing, MVDIT TECH QUIZ v.2.0 is coming this June. Yes, after the
mega-success we had last year, we are organizing this quiz again. This time at a
more comfirtable time of the year. The quiz will be an online quiz, covering all
the aspects of Technology and there are a lot of prizes to be won. Keep Reading
MVDIT TECH BOOK, and visit www.mvdittechbook.com for more information.
Vidit Bhargava
Editor MVDIT TECH BOOK
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COVER STORY

GOOGLE I/O HIGHLIGHTS
Vidit Bhargava
Google IO was based on four key things this year:
Chromebooks,
Android Honeycomb 3.1, A brief preview Ice-Cream Sandwitch,
Google's attempt at removing fragmentation,
Android@home and
Google Music Beta (About which I'll talk later)
We’ll Be Talking about Chromebooks:
Chromebooks come with Chrome OS. Obviously the name suggests that the OS is for the
web, on the cloud. Its a cloud OS, like the one we had discussed in our last edition (JoliCloud OS). However Chrome OS only runs on "Chromebooks". Chromebooks completely
eliminate the things between you and the internet. Very Little Startup time (8 seconds), No
BIOS, No Desktop, just the browser comes on screen as soon as you start your computer.
Web-apps are obvious, and there are plenty at the Chrome Web-store. Also, let us not forget
this is Google. And Hence you are always signed in to your GMAIL Account, and hence you
get all those spicy-google accounts features on startup.

Being on the Cloud does help this operating system based notebook. You get a lot of space
(Google Markets it as More than any PC in the world, quite true).
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Also since everything is on the cloud,
loosing the laptop or breaking it doesn't
matter much. You still have all the files
intact. (With your installed Webapps).
Security: This is where Chromebooks
smash the PCs hard. They employ the
principle of "defense in depth" to provide multiple layers of protection, including sandboxing, data encryption,
and verified boot. This should make it
much more difficult for viruses to attack you.
WebApps: We've discussed a lot about them in our review of JoliCloud. You get almost
everything on WebApps. Office Suits, Music Players, Picture Viewers, Games, But still a lot
of things are missing, for example the lack of Programming tools, which is a big-drawback
and looses on a lot of students. Also the lack of a good photo-editor also pinches a lot, and
the lack of a proper Movie player (Which perhaps will be provided by VLC, but that only
time will tell.). Also not many mainstream
softwares and games come in the form
of WebApps.
Currently Samsung and Acer are making Chromebooks. Orders for them will
start on the 15th of June 2011. Both of
them have Intel Dual Core Atom Processors, which I guess, should serve well for
the Chromebook users, since all of their
work will be on the net. Other Specifications include a full sized chrome keyboard, HDMI ports, USB Ports, Web Camera and 3G
+ Wifi. Chromebooks suprisingly don't sport a very good battery life i.e. 6-8 hours, this is
lesser than an iPad, lesser than the Macbooks and obviously lesser than the standards. Now
obviously since Chromebooks don't have to do much work, They should have had a better
battery life atleast. Given that they are in the middle of the battle, fighting notebooks and
tablets at the same time.
Conclusion: Chromebooks might just be the best Netbooks, they might even Revolutionize
the netbook market but whether they are at all going to be helpful to the user, still needs to
be seen.
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MUSIC

MUSIC LOCKER
Vidit Bhargava
How many of you own a cloud? Well, as far as I know, many of you own a cloud or two,
without even knowing about it! Cloud Computing is the buzz-word these days. Everyone
wants to jump into the cloud business. The People are also willing to put their documents
on the cloud, rather than carrying them in a pen-drive or a CD. Well Naturally People also
want their Music Collection to go everywhere with them and not with an extra-burden of
carrying a CD Case or an external hard-disk everywhere. Music Lockers they are called. And
Currently two large companies are giving them this facility for free.:
1. Amazon CloudPlayer
Launched in March 2011, Amazon CloudPlayer is one of the few online music lockers, which
one can 'use' outside USA. The Amazon Cloud Player, to its U.S. users offers a service to
download the tracks from their online store to their cloud Drive and an option to use their
Cloud Drive to upload their own songs. So you can listen to the tracks you've already downloaded. You can use your Amazon CloudPlayer ID to play the tracks anywhere in the world.

The Option to Buy the tracks and store directly to the cloud drive, eliminates the computer
hard-disk in the process of listening the music. This is a really good thing because it saves
the user from the hassle of downloading a song and uploading it back again.
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Connectivity: The cloudplayer can be opened from any Web Enabled Device. You just need
a good browser and a decent screen size to peacefully play tracks. However you'll find a
dedicated application for Android Mobiles (Only in US) also.
2. Google Music Beta
Google Music Beta was announced at the Google I/O held
this month. While Google's Music is very much 'similar' to
Amazon's cloudPlayer it is not exactly the same. Google Music provides the users with an online storage for their songs,
A Dedicated application for the management and uploading
of music, An Android App and a Website that allows you to
listen music anywhere. Also Google Music has a feature to
work offline on all devices, so if you are out of internet coverage it can play the recently played tracks.
While Amazon does provide users with an option to download the music straight from an
online MP3 store. Google has no such option. So basically what you'll have to do is this:
Download a song from the internet and then put it back up. And that is a tiresome job.
Connectivity: Google Music is currently in Beta Stages and available by invitation only and
the service is only for the US Residents while it is still in the beta stages. As far as Mobile
Devices are concerned, Android users are getting an app and others can use the website to
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play music, which innocently touts a flash interface, blocking the iOS Users from using it.
We just saw two different cloud music lockers. Both of them work on your input. You need
to download a song first, and then you need to upload it to the cloud again, just for the
sake of using it everywhere. And you are doing this for every song you download, and if this
service at all gets popular, the same process will be done by millions of people making millions of duplicates of a single song on the internet, contributing to a lot of Digital Garbage.
This is different when you use your iDisks and Dropboxes to put files on the internet, those
are unique files you won't find elsewhere. And it is wise to store it on a single location rather
than making multiple-copies of the same file on every computer.
Let the Music be on one Single Cloud And let users take the music from there. This way,
more and more people can listen to music through one source. Also The Music Locker
should directly be connected to the Music Application we currently have on our computers,
and Mobile Devices. And if possible we can make it available to everyone in the world and
not just the United States (Where every cloudplayer seems confined today).
Wrap Up: Currently Cloud Music is Very Amateurishly implemented. Companies want a lot
of input from their users, who are unwilling to take the pains. Cloud-Services need to be
tackled differently for every different utility. While the current approach may be good for
Text and Picture content, it is naive to think it will be the same for Music and Movies. However, if you are too despirate to use Cloud Music Players, I'd suggest the Amazon Cloud
Player, which requires the least effort from your side.
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DESIGN

ERGONOMICS

Mudit Bhargava
If you are planning to buy a new gadget, there would definitely be a long list of features
your new tech toy must have, from high megapixels to multi gigabytes of storage. The design would also be something really stylish to complement the power packed product.
But perhaps you might just be missing on something really important, the device ergonomics and related health hazards.
Technically speaking, ergonomics is designing equipment and devices that fit the human
body, its movements, and its intellectual abilities.And choosing an ergonomically designed
product might be tricky.
Chaitanya Dwivedi, of JIIT, Noida says,“You won’t find many brands discussing the ergonomics of the product and rightly so, since it’s quite relative that what gadget feels good in your
hands might feel as good in others as well.” You don’t need to have super knowledge of scientific and technical designs, but just do a simple analysis. Say for example, touch screens. A
small sized touch screen gadget could really be a painful to your fingers.
Touch Screens work well when they are aptly sized and you don’t have to keep pressing the
screen to make the touch felt! Mobile phones, which we can’t just drop using, needs special
ergonomics attention.
Blackberry has a disorder on its name called the BlackBerry Thumb, which is a type of repetitive strain injury that is caused by the excessive use of thumb to control the complete
keyboard. Meghna Rai who as an avid BlackBerry rightly remarks, “I don’t feel any issues
with the BlackBerry keyboard. QWERTY keyboard phones are good, if they are sized well to
accommodate the large number of keys“.
Keyboard ergonomics are a concern with laptops as well. Hence, it is recommended to have
a chicklet laptop keyboard (where the keys are spaced out) over the ones where the keys
stick to each other. It is interesting to note that though it would be hard to define a standard on peripheral ergonomics, you can find some really specific ergonomic designs for the
PC keyboards.
Tarun Chandoke, a second year engineering student, says, “It’s when you use a device that
you feel that the design is perhaps not that practically apt.“
The article was first published in Hindustan Times Edge!
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LIVE NEWS

MICRO-BLOG TIMES
Vidit Bhargava
Starting May 18th, We Started a New Service. Micro-Blog News. This Service is based to provide technical news to as-many people as possible, through the Social Network (Facebook,
Twitter and an SMS Subscribtion Service). Here’s a look at what we have done through out
the month.
More cities with highspeed internet:
18th May 2011

intel inside tablets coming @ computex:
18th May 2011

Google adds Kansas City,
nokia n9 confirmed:
MO to list of Kansas Cities
18th May 2011
covered by ultra highspeed internet
Comes with MeeGo!

Intel has said, that more
than 10 new tablets
equipped with intel chipsets are coming this year
at Computex 2011.

nfs shift 2 unleashed
out now:
19th May 2011

facebook gets a patent
for photo tagging :
19th May 2011

now connect foursquare with google
places:
19th May 2011

NFS Shift 2 unleashed is
available In Indian Stores Google places now alNow, in the following
lows you to import Fourplatforms: XBox 360, PC, square check-ins via RSS.
and PS3

The US Patents and
trademark office granted
Facebook the patent for
tagging digital media

transparent displays @ rumor :macbook air
sid 2011:
update:
19th May 2011
19th May 2011
Samsung shows a 22”
Sandy bridge and thunTransparent LCD while LG derbolt to come to mac- 19th May 2011
Playstation Network
shows a 4.3” transparent book air, this June
hacked again!
Bistable LCD
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rumor: apple icloud:
20th May 2011

facebook addresses ma- kindle books sales oflicious spam issue:
ficially overtake books
20th May 2011
on amazon:
According to a report,
20th May 2011
apple is negotiating with We say, keep strict pri4 major record labels for vacy settings and block For every 100 print titles,
a cloud music service to your wall for a few days 105 kindle ebook titles
be launched next month.
were sold (not including
free books) on Amazon
explosion @ foxconn:
21th May 2011

3m ebook lending
service to launch next
month :
21th May 2011

An explosion occurred
last night, at the iPhone
manufacturer’s Chengdu 3M announced that it
Plant, killing 2 people
will be launching a Cloud
and 16 injured
library for eBook Lending
next month.

rumor: iphone 4 to
launch in india:
24th May 2011
Unlocked iPhone 4 might
launch in India this weekend, in India! Sources
say, 16GB model will cost
37.5K

twitter buys tweetdeck: acquisition: google
24th May 2011
buys sparkbuy:
24th May 2011
Twitter recently bought
Tweetdeck, a famous
Google acquired Sparkmobile twitter client, for buy beta today Which is
$40 Million
a high-powered product
search engine and comparison shopping site

now watch all channels
in hd:
24th May 2011

barnes and noble announcement:
24th May 2011

opera mini 6:
24th May 2011

Microsoft Event:
24th May 2011

Airtel has announced
that it will be upscaling
all TV Channels to 1080i,
while the costs will remain the same.

Windows Phone 7.1
Opera mini v6.0 is now
B&N announces new
mango update released available for both iPhone
touch screen e-Ink reader at a Microsoft Event.
and iPads
for $139 (Rs.6301)
WinPh7 now comes with
Internet Explorer 9 and
500 + features.
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THE KNOWLEDGE -Q

EVOLUTION OF LOGOS
Vidit Bhargava

Apple Inc.
Third Founder Ronald Wayne designed the first logo for Apple (Extreme Left), the logo
depicts, Isaac Newton Sitting under the Apple Tree, and has the following lines, “Newton A
Mind Forever Voyaging Through Strange Seas of Thought Alone”.
The Logo was howver almost immediately changed to the Half Bitten Apple Logo, designed
by Rob Jannoff. Since Apple computers were distinguished from the rest by their ability to
display many colors, Rob made this new logo of an apple in colorful horizontal stripes of
rainbow colors and with a bite taken out of it on one side.
In 1998, during the launch of iMac apple introduced the current mono-chrome logo , which
depicts their simple and sober looking design.
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Canon Inc.
Earlier known as Precicision Optical Instruments Company, Canon launched its first Camera
named as Kwanon, Named after the Goddes of Mercy. Kwanon Cameras later changed to
Canon, and the company was inventually renamed as Canon Camera Co. Ltd. Since 1935
Only minor changes of have been made to the company’s logo.

Mozzilla Firefox
Dave Hyatt and Blake Ross first created firefox in 2002 by the name of Phoenix. Which they
later renamed to Firebird due to trademark issues. The Iconic Phoenix logo however didn’t
change, until 2003 when it was found that even the name Firebird was trademarked, they
had to change the name again, this time to Firefox. And The Logo Changed this time ot
a firefox curled around the globe. Depicting an intended world domination by Mozzila
Firefox. The Current Logo hasn’t changed much.
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IBM
IBM was a result of the merger of three companies, The Tabulating Machine Company, Computing Scale Company and International Time Recording Company. And Came to be known
as Computing Tabulating Recording Company. It was Later renamed to IBM. Paul Rand
made a change to the logo in 1972 to reflect speed and dynamism of the company.

Kodak
Kodak understood the importance of brand recognition as it was the first company to integrate its name and looks into one symbol when it started in 1907. Since 1935, Kodak started
incorporating its complete name in its logo which predominantly contained the colors yellow and red to make it eye catchy.
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LG - Luk-Whui Goldstar
The Korean company we know today as LG had its humble beginnings as a merger of two
different companies owned by Koo In-Hwoi - Lucky (Lak-Hui), which was a chemical cosmetic company, and Goldstar, which was a radio manufacturing plant. Known as Lucky
Goldstar since then, the company was renamed as LG Electronics in 1995.
The LG logo in use today is of symbolic importance to the company. According to LG, the
letters “L” and “G” in a circle symbolize the world, future, youth, humanity and technology.
The red color represents friendliness along with a strong impression of the company’s commitment to the best.

Microsoft
The green Microsoft logo with an artistic O (nicknamed "Blibbet" by company employees)
was used till 1987 as the company logo. Microsoft decided to introduce a new corporate
logo in 1987 and did away with the "Blibbet" (causing Dave Norris to run an internal joke
campaign called "Save the Blibbet"). Nevertheless, the company had made up its mind to
get a new logo designed by Scott Baker using Hevletica italic typeface. The slant was an
indicator of motion and speed. Several Taglines havebeen addied to the log ever since.
Image Source: Techtree
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WORLD WIDE WEB

URL SHORTENERS, A BRIEF PREVIEW
Vidit Bhargava
Ever Since the advent of the internet and the websites, and the URLs and the long URLs
and the Nastily Long URLs, people have been worried about trimming them. (Just like you
might trim your hair, after they get too-long!).I am going to preview 3 most popular URL
shorteners today:
I. TinyURL
Kevin Gilbertson, a web developer, made TinyURL service in January 2002 so that he could
be able to link directly to newsgroup postings that frequently had long and cumbersome
addresses. Later he made it public to the world. TinyURL was a rage on the internet for
years, and the sole dominant in minuscule world of URL Shorteners. Things changed quickly
however, and TinyURL had to face some really tough-competition in the recent past. Gilberston currently owns the website under the name Gilby Production. The website is currently
754 in the Alexa rankings and generates revenue through Donations and Advertising.

Let’s have a look at what it really does offer. TinyURL.com, provides its users with a browsertoolbar, URL Shortener and a URLCustomizer, and you needn’t register an account. This is
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purely simple stuff, no-fancy UI and a Strict Policy on what is being shortened.
Where does TinyURL go wrong? See, people aren’t really bothered about insights or fancy
QRCodes, they just need a Short-Simple URL Shortener. However TinyURL’s website is too
complex and far from intuitive. More over the URL’s tend to be a little longer than the competitor URLs, this wouldn’t have been a problem for the initial aims of the website however
since the new use of such shorteners is for micro-blogging where there is a stiff-character
limit, Tiny URL doesn’t serve the purpose at all. And after Twitter switching their default URL
shortener from TinyURL to Bit.ly, TinyURL is left with a lot to worry about.
II. Bit.ly
Just for information, .ly is the top-level country domain of Lybia. bitly is based in New York
City, and began as a project at Betaworks. Currently bit.ly is the most popular and widely
used URL shortener in the world. Here’s a Screenshot which quite easily shows why the site
is so successful:

See that? Bit.ly is a very-simple way of getting a URL shortened. You just need to type in a
URL and you will get a short URL ready. Believe me, People just Love that! They love Speed.
With URL Shortening Bit.ly also provides different options to the users, one can signup for
free, and get insights on the short URL, custom short urls and QR codes, which can be read
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through Mobile QR Code Readers. And after shedding some-money, you can make your
custom short url domain, like Pepsi has one, called pep.si.
But sometimes too-many features tend to be bad, and they certainly are for URLShorteners,
think of it this way, one who wants a short URL won’t actually be looking forward to track it,
to decipher it, to sit and create an account, he would just be in a hurry to share his link on
Social Platforms and that to neatly. These things can be done in a much better way.
III. Goo.gl
Earlier,launched as a side tool for google products such as toolbars, and feed burner,
Google released this service to world in September 2010. Goo.gl has been on rise to popularity ever since.

Goo.gl is a very simple tool. Nothing fancy at all. Just go to goo.gl, paste your URL and instantly get a short URL for your link. That’s just it. Nothing else is required.
However if you have been logged into your gmail account, you can see a complete history
of all the URLs you’ve ever shortened, their shortened versions and the number of people
who’ve gone to the website. goo.gl provides almost everything to the user, without taking
much time and input from the user. It is simple it is clean and it is almost what one needs.
However, The lack of allowing custom and meaningful titles to the short URL is slightly Disappointing.
---Mobile Connectivity: Not Surprisingly, None of these websites have an iOS/Android/WinPhone7 application. Mobile Users, and specially smartphone users will have to use their
proper computer based websites to shorten the URL, which is quite a pain. Although, a few
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developers have created third party apps for URL shorteners, i would say they are far from
reliable and you need to shell some money to buy them too. Bit.ly provides, a mobile website which is quite what one needs with these shorteners. Since none-other website provides such a website, Bit.ly leads over here also.

Summing it up: The URL Shortening service is just a small field of tough competition. You
cannot distinguish the difference between whose providing more. Everyone provides the
same. Its only the simplicity and connectivity that wins. The one which is more accessible
the users, and easy to remember, and good to look at wins the race. And the race is different
for everyone.
Analysis of the Short URLs:
Original URL			

: http://mvdittechbook.com/Gm_Entries/addictive.htm

TinyURL				 : http://tinyurl.com/3kvre8v
TinyURL Customized URL
: http://tinyurl.com/mvd-addictive
Bit.ly Original URL			
Bit.ly Cutomized URL		

: http://bit.ly/lhr1Zs
: http://bit.ly/mvd-addictive

Goo.gl (Google URL Shortener) : http://goo.gl/oWF47
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WORLD WIDE WEB

ONLINE PRIVACY

Mudit Bhargava
Would you let out your personal information to a stranger? Perhaps not! But in times, where
we are constantly hooked to the internet we might just be making some wrong connections and giving a public access to our private life. Even if you just log on for e-mailing and
a little social networking on Facebook or Twitter, you aren’t off the radar! Getting disconnected is definitely not a solution but some safe practices can surely help you protect your
privacy.
Internet is a friend that keeps learning about your tastes, likes and dislikes. Internet cookies
along with third party tools keep a close watch on your online activities. What websites you
log on to, what online purchases you make, what’s your social activity and more such information is used for behavioural targeting. So if you are planning a holiday these summers,
the travel website would already know which destinations you’d prefer and their source of
information was perhaps your description of the last trip on Facebook. It’s recommended
you clear you browser cookies regularly and use anti spywares that keep a check on undeletable cookies.
Since we frequently use our Credit Cards and Net Banking to pay bills or for e-shopping we
tend to ask our internet browser to remember these numbers, which is really risky. As you
surf the internet, you might come across websites that secretly seek such information from
your browser or auto fill a form which you never intended to submit. This is also sometimes
referred as “phishing”, which means fishing your personal information. There are some on21

line solutions like “Web of Trust” which warn
you about websites that steal personal information.
Another threat to online privacy to which
perhaps we have all become immune to is
SPAM. If an e-mail is selling you exclusive
stuff or urging your bank account details on
the pretext that you have one a million dollar
lottery, it’s certain that it’s a fraud message.
Though what’s new with spamming is that
you get fake e-mails from contacts that exist
in your address book, making the mail look
more genuine. To avoid falling into the malicious trap, don’t reply to these messages or
click on any links attached with the e-mail.
Vidit Bhargava, a student says, “The best way
to keep away from these annoying messages
is to stop providing your e-mail ids for freebies and newsletters to every other website”.
The biggest threats to your private information are the Social Networking websites. The
old saying that “People can judge you by your
friends” really comes true. Your privacy setting may not allow you to reveal any personal
information, but your online friends may do it
for you, referring to your old school, employer
or other information. Studies have shown
that by correlating your various online social
accounts, you can be identified even if your
data was stripped of your name and contact
details! The solution is not a virtual suicide
but with such a porous system, you need
to be careful of what information you are
publishing online. Mridul Kapoor of Thapar
University says, “You are safe, if you keep the
right privacy settings on social networking
and information gathering websites and be a
little cautious on public computers”.
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MVDIT TECH QUIZ

MVDIT TECH QUIZ
Vidit Bhargava
Q1. This is Vineet Nayyar, He is the Newly Appointed Chairman of Which Company?

Q2. Why was Moore Noyce Electronics changed to Intel?
Q3. If 720p is Half HD, 1080p is Full HD then What is qHD?
Q4. Which Apple service was also known as .Mac and iTools?
Q5. ‘Tri-Gate’ made news recently. What is it?
Q6. How did the Twitter user ‘@ReallyVirtual’ make global news recently?
Q7. New
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������
York Governor David Paterson proposed a tax on downloaded music in 2010, calling it an __ tax. Fill In the Blanks
Q8. An excerpt from a NY Times article in May 2005:
“In an image-obsessed fit of pique, Apple Computer banished books published by John
Wiley & Sons from the shelves of Apple’s 105 retail stores recently because of …”
What was the reason?
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Answers to previous edition:
1. Fujitsu
2. Ars Technika
3. 10Gbps
4. Nuance Communications
5. Youtube
6. Xkcd.com, Randall Munroe
7. Douglas Adams
8. Wikipedia
9. Christopher Pool
10. Love Story
Last Month’s Winner Were:
Nobody, could answer all ten,
correctly last month.
Q9. He was the President and Co-Founder of a Torrent
Website. Name this very famous Indian from the world
of Internet?

Send us your answers to :
viditbhargava@mvdittechbook.
com
The First one to answer all the
ten questions correctly will be
awarded with Ubuntu 10.10
(Maveric Meerkat)

Q10. On what Occasion was this Doodle Displayed on
Google?

Visit: www.mvdittechbook.com
to know more about Technology
and answer more quizzes.
Answers to this edition will be
disclosed online after the contest has closed.
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